Fair

explain s
campus jobs

This year , concern has been generated over
campu s jobs; who is entitled to one, and are the jobs
restricted to financial aid recipients ? In an interview with Sid Farr , Director of Financial Aid at
Colby, the college policy was made clear. Campu s
jobs are designed to aid the student receiving aid in
keeping any necessary loans as low as possible. Colby
combines gift-scholarship and self-help in every aid
package, with $1, 250 being the maximum amount of
self-help for which a s tudent can be responsible.
When a student' s need exceeds $1, 250 , Coltjya ssures
the balanc e in the form of a gift-scholarship. These
total $73, 000 annually . The campus job helps to
alleviate this self-help burden of $1, 250 by an average
of $400 or at most $450-$470 per year in student
earnings.
Mr. Farr is the agent by which these jobs are
assigned and it is his duty to offer every upper
classman on aid the opportunity to work on campus.
Due to the limited number of jobs , no freshmen on aid
are awarded jobs. The hours vary from 7 to 10 hours
per week, with a maximum of 10 but may be less,
Katharine Graham, Chairperson of the Board
according to the academic schedule of the student.
and Chief Executive Officer of the Washington Post
There are presently 237 campus jobs held by finanCompany, has been selected as the Lovejoy Fellow
cial aid recipients , and 287 upperclassmen eligible
for 1973. Ms. Graham will be honored and will
for these jobs. The remaining fifty students on aid
speak at a convocation on Wednesday, March 20, 1974
do not work due to a heavy academic schedule or some
Colby initiated the Lovejoy Award in honor of
physical disability which must satisfy Mr. Farr.
Elijah Parish Lovejoy, the first American martyr
Financial aid recipients are given a green data sheet
to freedom of the press , and an 1826 Colby graduate.
to fill out which indicates their preferences and
Lovejoy , a native of Albion, Maine , was killed
special skills. Seniors get first choice of available
while defending his press, in Alton , Illinois . Angry
jobs.
mobs* had attacked him three times for his abolitionStudent workers are requested by the various
ist stance. He was shot during a fourth demonstracollege departments : the library, food servic e,
tion, in 1837.
field house , etc. , according to their budget capabilities ,
Since 1952, twenty-one journalists have been
and Mr. Farr in turn supplies the students. Once
chosen as Lovejoy Fellows (no award was made in
financial aid recipients have been taken care of , the
1970. ) Ms. Graham, an active and distinguished
individual departments can hire supplementary
newspaperwoman since her graduation from the Unistudents not on aid, and of course a student need not
versity of Chicago in 1938, is the twenty-second
be on aid to serv e as a substitute. There are also
person so honored. The Lovejoy Election Committee
instances in which a s tudent not on aid would be
felt that Ms. Graham best exemplified the qualities
working due to the expertise required , as in the
of integrity, craftsmanship, character, intelligence,
languag e lab or as a tutor.
and courage , which the Lovejoy Award specifically
One-shot work assignments and any job s posted on
cites. As the leading force of the Washington Post,
the bulletin board at Roberts Union are not connected with
her courageous and determined attitude toward
with the financial aid office , and therefore any
uncovering the facts made that newspaper such a
student is eligible. Students who are not on financial
vital part of the Watergate investigation .
aid , but who would like campus job s, are urged to see
to participate in the power vote on Nov. 6 and to vote Mr. Farr during the first week of school, In the event
for the public power authority or Maine will continue that there are any openings which are not going to be
to suffer the inefficiencies of private power for ano- filled by students on aid , then those non-aid students
ther generation.
will be considered on a first come , firs t serve basis.
As a consequence of President Nixon s recent '
"dictatorial" actions against former members of his
staff , Congress , and the Courts in conjunction with
the other scandals of the administration , Gruening
believes
the institution of the Presidency has been
Last Wednesday , a small group of students and
greatly weakened. Although Gruening considers the
faculty had the privilege to witness a speech by the
distinguished Mr. Ernest Gruening, who is a former impeachment of the President a serious step, he adgovernor and U.S . Senator from Alaska as well as a vocates the Immediate removal of President Nixon
former editor of the New York Tribune. The elderly because his actions indicate a complete disregard
for our democratic institutions In effec t, Gruening
"The Beggar 's Opera" will be presented this FriGruening, a product of many years of political exaccuses Nixon of a deliberate effort to consolidate
day and Saturday night , November 9 and 10, by Powperience , articulated his views on public power In
der and Wig. John Gay 's social satire tells the story
Maine as well as the recent constitutional crisis In
of Mr. Peachum , a fence for stolen goods and an inthe federal government.
former, played by Jay Reed. He controls the livelipower
Gruening has made a carefu l study of the
hood of his "customers , " the thieves and highwaymen
question over the years and promoted Ills book on
of London , by deciding who among them Is productive
public versus private power , The Public Pays and
enough to be spared of punishment by bribing the ofPays, as proof of his long term interest. Since prificials
and who are unproductive enough to be allowed
vate power has been unable to provide power at the
to go to the gallows without Peachu m * s services.
cheapest possible prices , he believes that the IndusFrom his - wife, protrayed by Karen Santlc , Peachtry should become public Ln order to Insure the conum learns that his daughter Polly , Cand ac e Burnett ,
sumer the best possible service. Gruening disregards
Is In love with a highwaymen, Captain Macheath , who
the charge by critics tha t the establishment of a
is played by Herb Landsman. Dismayed even more by
Power Authority of Maine would be contrary to our
Polly' s marriage to Macheath, the Peachums decide
f r ee ent er pr i se sy stem , because Maine power Is
that Macheath must be turned over to the authorities ,
monopolized , which inherently denies competition ol
and they encourage Polly to Inform on her new husfree enterprise.
band
. After she refuses to do so and overhears her
According to Gruening , power , b ecause I t I s a
parents plotting to have him arrested , Polly warns
basic resource and a necessity , should be controlled
*:
Macheath and sends him Into hiding.
by the public. Gruening criticizes the recent "proOn the way to the hideout, Macheath is accosted
paganda" or advertising campaign by the private comhis
personal
power
and
establish
characteristics
of
a
and arrested by employees of Mr. Peachum and Is
panies as an example of the extra unnecessary costs
police
state.
sent to prison. While in prison, M acheat h meets
which are passed on to the consumer. The consuIf
Nixon
s
removal
Is
achieved,
Gruening
foreand marries the jailer 's daughter , Luoy Ldoklt,
mers pay not only for thoir power but also for the
sees
a
rejuvenation
of
our
government.
However
,
played by Ann Earon, Lucy steals her father's key s
operation of a private company.
continu ed to page 8
continued to page 8
The former Senator urged the Colby community

G RAHAM chosen as
Lovejoy recipient

Ex-Senator
talks power
and politics

Powder & Wig presents

BEGGAR'S
OPERA
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by George Neuberger
International
As an uneasy calm followed the
cease-fire in the Middle East , the
major scene of action changed to
Washington, D. C., last week, as
President Nixon and Secretary of
State Kissinger met with leaders of
countries involved in the October war
On Monday, the Egyptian Foreign
Minister , Ismail Fahniv, visited
Washington for talks. Premier Golda Meir of Israel arrived on Wednesday for consultations , and
the Syrian Vice Foreign Minister was in Washington
on Friday.
In talks with Secretary Kissinger, Premier
Golda Meir agreed to allow a convoy with necessary
food and medical supplies to reach the Egyptian
troops still stranded on the East Bank of the Suez.
She refused , however, to withdraw to lines previously held before the war broke out, pending ArabIsraeli talks to finalize existing cease-fire lines.
Sources report that Israel is willing to return land it
holds on the Western side of the Canal in retu rn for
points held by trapped Arab soldiers on the East
Bank. This proposal is apparently unacceptable to
Egypt, so talks will continue.

to be his fourth attorney general , suc ceeding Elliott
Richardson. The Presdient also appointed Leon
Jaworski, a Texas lawyer to be Watergate Special
Prosecutor , succeeding Archibald Cox.

(not to take
a stand)

On Tuesday , Fred Buzhardt , the President 's
special advisor on Watergate-related affairs appeared before Judge Sirica to inform him that two of by Al Harding
For all you individuals who anxiously held onto
the tapes sought by the Court were not available.
the edge of your seats in expectation of Senator
One of the missing tapes was a recording of a teleMontoya's Watergate questions or for those of you
phone conversation between President Nixon and
who think of a big Friday night as going down- town
John Mitchell which took plac e three days after the
to watch the electric barber pole turn around , we
Watergate break-in. Buzhardt said the Mitchell
call was made from, a telephone which had no tap on have got some simply fantastic news. Stu-G here
at Colby meets every Monday night at 6 p. m. in
it. The other missing tape was of a meeting between the President and John Dean on April 15. White Sturtevant Lounge and you are all invited.
In last week's Stu-G meeting much debate centered
House officials claimed that the tape had run out in
around what to do with the Legislative Review Comthe middle of the day and not been replaced before
mittee plan , which the faculty had killed by a resoundDean ' s meeting with the President.
ing vote. Whatever Stu-G did was to be totally a symMeanwhile, the House Judiciary Committee offi- bolic gesture. However , after
debating the thing for
cially began an investigation into possible impeach- thirty minutes , the body decided they were not
in a
ment proceedings. A Gallup, poll released last week symbolic mood. A motion to postpone indefinitely
also showed that Nixon s popularity with the'public
passed by a close 15-14 vote with 3 abstentions.
ahd dropped to a new low. While a slight majority
Discussion then moved on to the Committee
continued to pose impeachment, 27% stated that they section of the report by the Committee on Committees
approved of President Nixon s handling of the office , and Governance. President Bernard mentioned that it
60% disapproved.
appeared that whatever action Stu-G took, it seemed
that the matter would remain college business. WithFollowing elections for the provincial legislature
The Senate Rules Committee opened hearings
out a motion on the floor or a parliamentarian or
last week, the anti-separatist Liberal Party of Quebec last week in regard to the nomination by President
anybody to raise a point of order—according to
won 54% of the popular vote cast in the general elec- Nixon of Congressman Gerald Ford of Michigan to
Robert 's Rules of Order , debate shall not proceed
tion, with 31% of the vote going to the separatist
become the new Vice- President. In response to
until a motion has been entertained—debate proceedParti Quebecois. The Liberal Party won 102 of the
numerous questions concerni ng how he would haned in a totally random fashion for forty-five minutes.
seats in the 110-seat legislature, while the separadle situations "if he were President, " Ford anDuring this time, Stu-G members pointed out which
tist par ty won only six. Despite this seeming defeat swered questions openly, though continu ing to excommittees they felt personally should be retained or
at the polls , the Parti Qu6b6cois received 40% of
press his loyalty to the President. In testimony,
eliminated. Discussion centered around Foreign
the provinc e' s 80% French-speaking majority and
Ford stated that he intended to serve as a link beStudy and Student Exchange, Campus Natural Enviro nbecame the offic ial opposition party for the first
tween the President and Congress.
ment and Educational Policy Committees.
time in history.
Hearings continued this week, and floor action
The President then conducted a straw vote as to
and House committee and floor action remain to begij iwhether a resolution should be sent to the AdminisNational
but Congressional leaders seem certain that Presi- tration Committee. Though there was no objection ,
nominated
Senator
week,
President Nixon last
dent Nixon s appointment of Ford will win overthere had still been no motion from the floor. Since
William B. Saxbe, a Republican attorney from Ohio, whelming Congressiona l approval.
it was apparent that a resolution was being formulated , the same discussion of the previous fortyfive minutes was repeated. The only new input was
from Bruce Cummings, who pointed out the necessity
of students working with his office for Freshmen
Week.
At this point in the meeting, 90 minu tes after it
space. This flexibility and unpredictability create £
by Laurie Bedig
had
been called to order , there was some feeling that
"One of the best and most original of experimental sens e of danger and excitement for their audiences. the irrelevanc e of the whole thing had gone far enough
The people in THE PEOPLE SHOW are an unusual
groups... exhilerating and unique... " Financial
There was still no motion on the floor. Billy Calhoun
combination.
Mark Long, a staunch Londoner and
Times , London.
spoke up. . "What we say will have little bearing...
soccer fan , usually plays aggressive , crude and
THE PEOPLE SHOW, the oldest experimental
We
are ignoring things affecting the sophomores and
energetic characters with a cockney accent. Although
group in England , was formed in 1966 by five young
freshmen... Let 's get to other things... " However ,
English people who lived in an artist's center outthere was no immediate shift in the debate.
side London. The recent shows of the group, whose
Finally, a motion was introduced to approv e the
composition has changed over the years , have no
committee consolidation in principle. The motion
titles , only numbers: THE PEOPLE SHOW has
passed without objection. Throughout the whole
recently presented People Show 53 in London. The
debate of the report from the Committee on Comfirst 52 productions were presented in "fringe "
mittees and Governanc e, the President 's use— or
theatres , opera houses , pubs, stairway landings , art
raisuse--of the chair , the lack of parliamentary
galleries , basements , churches , streets and courtprocedure, and the obvious lack of strong feelings
yards . One of the best-known avant-garde companies
in the members of the Stu-G created a meeting about
In Europe, they have performed in Yugoslavia, West
as lively and enlightening as watching the leaves
Germany, France, Holland , Belgium, the United
change colors.
States , and all over Great Britain. They have played
In other action , the constitutions of the Colby
for audiences of 3 and 3, 000.
Fencing Club and the New World Coalition were
The members of THE PEOPLE SHOW do not call
accepted. Charlie Jenks posed suggestions for
their presentations "plays, " however . Nor do they
enhancing communications with the faculty .
consider themselves to be actors * A performance
does not begin with a script: there is little or no
story or narrative. Their work is very much what they
are as people. Between *ahows they lead very separate
lives, but they constantly collect material and Ideas
for new p ieces. When they come together to create
a new sh ow , each person (the group now numbers
five) contributes his own Ideas and helps decide on an
over-all structure. They choose their own costumes
and create their own characters.
_ The fact th at they are all th e "authors " of a sh ow
he Is an original member of the group, he rejects tho
and that the character s they play are created from
idea that he Is Its leader. In THE PEOPLE SHOW ,
their own imaginations, gives THE PEOPLE SHOW an
everyone is a leader,
unusual energy and freedom. The performanc e Is
Laura Gilbert , a founding member of the group,
planned , but It Is not rehearsed. Although the structure
Is what she is. Her quality Is Indefinable; It Is her
and Images remain the same In each repetition , the
secret.
She is the underlying strength of THE PEOperformers are free to Improvise using each other,
PLE SHOW.
the props and other elements as cues and motifs . A
continued to page 8 .
performance Is also altered when It Is moved to another

The peop le show

by Both Van Horn
Pr ogram , The Center was the only experimental
thing on campus. Many students joined to find •
[ This is tho first half of a two-part article on
Th e 'Center. This section focuses on the beginning someth ing different from the traditional form of
educ ation , more stimulating, creative, a merging of
of The Center and the changes since its establishment. The second part will look at what The Center living and learning.
One of the major problems of the early Center
is doing now and its role in tho future. J
. Tho Center For Coordinated Studies sprang from was its isolation from the rest of the campus.
Many people felt that The Center was a selfa pamph let written by President Strider called
by Ed Walczak
"Certain Proposals ". This pamphlet proposed that contained unit. It was even considered by some
Arc the Arab nations so downright masochistic
as in direct opposition to the fraternities , pos sibly
each dormito ry and fraternity have a specific
th at they enjoy getting their heads beat in every now
academic slant. This idea never got off the ground ,
and then ? -A superficial glance at the history of the
but
Professor Howard Kooncc received a" g ra nt to
Mideast conflict seems to reveal this and I am contravel for a year studying innovative ideas at other
vi nced that a good number of quasi-partisan Americolleges combining the living and learning expercans and loyal fans of Moyshe Dayan sincerel y accept thi s as explanation for the perpetual A rab ag- » iences. -In 1969, The Center was established.
The fi rst academic programs of The Center
i-ression against the state of Israel.
were
"course clusters " for freshmen. These were becaus c as it was growing, th ey seemed to be
However , Arab motivation does not stem simply
groups of two or three interrelated courses , for
from the desire to obliterate Israel for the sheer
dy ing.
example, a study of Darwinism , including a bioToday , The Center is attempting to conquer the
p leasure or crushing Zionism. The Arabs are dislogy, Engli sh , and History course. Some of these
problem of isolation. Center members are moving
cont ent. They view Israel as being an extension of
"clu ste r s " were successfu l and still exist; others
into other dorms besides the traditional Fosscolonialism and imperialism that is impeding their
were
discontinued.
Woodman and some of its residents are not involved
drive for "national independence. " Palestine is perAt the time of The 'Center s establishment , the
in the academic part of The Center. The Center has
ceived as a purely Arab region whose imperialist
attitude
of
students
and
faculty
toward
interdisci
given
some parties and plans to give more.
pis
geographically
dividing
the
Arab
world.
occup ation
linary
studies
was
not
favorable.
Mr.
Butte
rworth , an American diplomat who talked
Many
professors
The Arabs hav e contrived a simplistic and illusive
felt
that
studies
like
these were a threat to the major about the Co mm o n Market , was hopefull y the fi rs t of
notion that if this barrier were removed Arab unity
system.
The
Center
tried to show that interdiscip- a series of speakers to be invited by The Center.
would be forthcoming and foreign intruders would be
linary
studies
augmented
the major system , instead Center members are try ing to get more of the
forever ousted from their land.
of
threatening
it.
However
, problems arose , and
college involved in their activities . As one Center
This complex symboluc aura which Israel has asstill
arise,
from
the
fact
that
a
professor
s
first
member say s, "There 's no reason why The Center
sumed is further complicated by religious intervention.
commitment
is
to
his
department.
and
the frats can 't co- exist peacefully. The Center
Just as Jews conceive of Israel as "the promised land , "
At
thi
s
time,
with
the
exception of the January
is just another kind of fraternity . "
Muslims are equally fervent in their conviction tha t their
community was given to them direct from God. Visions of the historical confrontation with the West ,
manifested in terms of Christian versus Muslim , are
still fresh on the Arab mind. Even today Arabs do
not clearly differentiate their fighting agains t Jewish
the warmth provided by our meager supply of heating
by Gordon Cook
and Christian enemies. Winning this war becomes
oil
to stay alive and thrive until next summer.
'll
that
they
bet
gone
now
but
you
can
The flies are
not only a national goal , but a religious duty.
As for ridding yourself of excess flies now or
be back next year. The abundance of flies at Colby
As mentioned above, the desire to unif y the Arab
during the early and middle autumn months has been, next September , let your fingers do the working—
world is a major determinant of hostility towards Isattributed to two things: the first being the long, wet Call B & G if there is an uncommon number of flies
rael. Each state maintains two basic loyalties , one
and hot summer, the second being the natural pheno- in the area of your room. Certainly this doesn 't mean
to the state itself , the other toward the attainment of
a pan-Ar ab nation. In stifling this latter international menon of reproduction. Although it is somewhac late
arriving advice for those who will be leaving Colby
go al, the Israelis are in turn associated with all
for good next summer , there is a way to do somethini
domestic Arab woe. It is this great problem of inabout
the flies when they return next September.
ternal development and modernization which lies at
According to Mr. Grindall , Buildings and Grounds
the heart of their political instability and constitutes
Superintendant
, the long, wet , hot summer at Colby
the ultimate cause of the war aginst Israel. The Arab s
breeding locale for almost any
created
an
excellent
themselves are incapable of reconc iling modernity with
the traditional cultural stratifications and the conser- insect. As a result of this summer 's temperatures
vative Islam religion. It is only through this pseudo- and humidity the flies reproduced by the millions ,
religious war that the key synthes is of modernity and by the hundreds of millions of flies.
The flies seem to have certain favorite dorms.
tradition can be accomplished. It focuses upon a comThe
new dorms , though not entirely devoid of flies,
mon , unifying goal ; the destruction of Israel. It
were
relatively lightly hit by the overabundanc e when
does not matter whether this ideal is attainable or
compared with the rest of the campus. Dorms with
even desirable. Very few are capable of escaping
cafeterias have more food around . Older dormitorie
this mystique and recognizing the truth that even if
have more dirty corners , and as noted in the B & G
they ever did conquer Israel , their problems would
security reports , the new dorms are the most >
to call B & G if you have three flies in your room.
not suddenly disappear.
efficient at keeping their doors and windows closed to But , if you have three flies in your room
and you kill
Therefore , Israel s security and lasting peace in the outside.
them
and
find
three
more
flies
,
and
no
matter
how
the Mideast depends a great deal upon Arab societal
The flies begin pouring indoors about the same
many
flies
you
kill
in
an
hour
there
are
always
three
adaptation. This could be accomplished through the
time wc return to school in September. When it
flies in your room , then it might be a good idea to call
promotion of more creativity and freedom of thought begins to get cold outside , flies like students like
or
by
perdirected towards real domestic problems ,
B & G and have them come down and spray or swat
to eat , drink , sleep and reproduce indoors. The
sisting on this somewhat irrational revolutionary
them for you.
offspring which the flics leave behind as eggs no gel
course. In what appears to be a viciou s circle , the
awarded a Fiske Prize of Poetry, has received a
Arab s have chosen the belligerent path because of
£—*
Guggenheim Fellowship, and is an au thority on metheir failure to resolve the war against Israel , inabilML Cl.
C^
dieval English and tlie Twentieth century.
ity to fully implement the 1967 United Nations resoluMs. Boroff ' s lecture was a result of her recent
properly
because
not
tion and
they believe the U.S. is
work
with computers which she has programmed to
asserting her influence over Israel to force the comwrite poetry. However , her lecture was not conpliance.
cerned with the question of how a computer Is porA frustrated state , internally debilitated and angrammed to write poetry , but rather with the quesxious for war , is ripo for picking by the Soviet Union.
tion , "is poetry written by a computer creative or a
Earlier , the Arabs ousted the Soviets from that area
simulation of creative function? " She examined
and flagrantly rejected the "direc t road to socialism. "
several trains of thought , from Audcn 's "ends justiHowever , since tho Arabs havo continued on thoir
fy the means " to the theory of "1, 000 monkeys
revolutionary ways, the Soviets have entered through
with 1, 000 typewriters typing indefinitely. " Ms.
brainpower,
the back door in supplying armaments and
Boroff' s general conclusion was that creation has Its
(and probably Amerlcanwhoat) to their struggle.
beginnings in nilman experience and therefore poetry
Hence , the'conflict ominously assumes the guise of a
written by a computer is not creative.
JC
big power showdown.
E
The subject of tho lecture was interesting. The
The detonation of this powder keg must be enR
T
delivery of the lecture was dull and unimaginative.
hanced by both the United States and Israel , both
In fact , Ms. Boroff read her lecture verbatu m from
should
exacting to preserve thoir own safety . Wo
manuscript. She quoted other sources and ) eople
her
pect little self-correction from the Arnbs for thoy
by Susan French
so excessively that the listener often lost whatever
are blind to their own disease. In effect , through
On Monday evening, October 29 , I attended Ms.
point Ms. Boroff was trying to reinforce with her
prostratlglc conciliation and loss dlchotomous
Mario Boroff' s lecture entitled "Creativity and tho
quotations.
Although humor is not essential to a
Israel , anti-Arab policy, wc must sow tho seeds of
expecting to be bored with explana- good lecture, her cut and dry delivery would have
Computer
,
.
fully
'
'
a now accord and help tho Arabs to solve their own
tions of electrical circuits and Base 2. Luckily, my profited from an occasional twinge of it. The
Intern al difficulties, if wo continue to bo Imprisoned
expectations wore unfulfilled.
general problem with Ms". Boroff 's le cture was th a t
in our narrow-minded , emotional , "on to Cairo "
Ms. Boroff , brought to Colby as a Phi Beta
I t was not a lec ture a t a ll, but an essay which she
frame of mind , wo shall convince tho Arabs of our InKappa lecturer , has an Impressive list of credenroad
to tho audience. No matter how interesting the
nothing
to
ameliorate
their
flexible commitment and do
tials and accomplishments, She received her M. A. subject , a well-written paper does not necessarily
chaotic societal enigmas , thus perpetuating the risks
degree from the University of Chicago, has boon
become an interesting lecture when read aloud.
of both Israel's and our own survival,
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The Guts
of a Bur glar
The Colby Echo commends the college on the choice of Katharine Graham
as this year 's Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award recipient. As chairperson of the
board and publisher of the Washington
Post, her flexible policy allowed reporters Bernstein and Woodward to pursue
the Watergate issue. In contrast , other
nationally-known newspapers hold too
tight a rein on their staffs to permit
probing such as that carried out by the
two Post reporters.
The Post's investigative reporting
revealed scum and deception running
rampant in the top echelons of our government; the paper ' s outstanding coverage informed and alerted a nation that
had been and would have continued to be
unaware of the corruption of the present
administration.
The Post was frequently under fire
from those very officials attacked in its
articles and editorials , officials of high
office and great power , yet the paper con
tinued to report and investigate the
scandals.
Last year Benjamin
executive
editor of the WashBradlee ,
ton Post , said that is was Graham who
backed him all the way; "she 's got the
guts of a burglar . " Indeed Graham does
possess the attributes fitting to a Lovejoy recipient , especially the quality of
continuing the Lovejoy heritage of fearlessness nad freedom of the press.

Financia l

Aid?

Mr. Sidney Farr may succinctly
explain the Colby system of allotting
campus jobs and financial aid. Like
most of the college policies , the system
sounds fine in theory, but goes all to
hell in practice. In short , inequities ,
and plenty of them, abound.
First of all, financial aid students
may not have a car. Ostensibly, the
rationale is that anyone who can afford
to keep a car does not need aid or , more
properly, the money spent on the car .
and its upkeep should be handed over to
Colby. Exceptions are made for various
kinds of needs , but the rule is generally
enforced.
The car-prohibition rationale would
be quite just , except for one minor detail. The car is assessed along with
any other assets of the student and his
family. In other words , the family
income, on which aid is based, includes
the car , thereby reducing the amount of
aid offered—but then , the student must
abandon the car. He is getting penalized
from both sides.
Now, about those campus jobs. All
salaries may be created equal , but some
jobs are more equal than others. Compare , for example, slinging hash in
Dana Hall to working in the Audio-Visual
office of the library. Or how about typing
versus sitting in the art library ? 'Listening to the stereo at the Roberts Desk or
carting students back and forth in the
j itney ? Obviously , In the above circlethe-correc t-answer test, three of the jobs
are infinitely more desirable than the
other three , at least In term s of the
energy Involved.
finally, students receiving financial
aid are assigned campus jobs first because
they need the money. Wonderful. Why,
t h en , are they at the mercy of their allotted
department? A stu d en t Is permitted to
work a maximum of 10 hours per week,
bu t may work less, de p end i ng on h is time
and th e amount of hours available. Roberts
Desk , for exam ple, has most employees
workin g a full ten hou rs , and has non-
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aid students to fill the hours left over.
On the other hand, Jitney drivers and mall
room people work six hours or less , on
the average. Thoro should be a system
of communication by which financial aid
students could be informed of vacancies
in departments , so that they could have
the extra hours , instead of filling the
breaches with tho less-needy. As it Is,
aid students are tied to the work originally
assigned to them , regardless of the hours
available, unless they are enterprising
enough to conduct private Inquiry, and
lucky enough to actually got a second job .

Way of Life

by Rebecca Littleton
At one time or another in the tenure of every stu dent at Colby, he is introduced to the possibilities of
serendipity deep within the stacks of the library. Ideally, in locating the particular book he is searching for ,
a choic e volume is accidentally discovered. Many students may have experienced the transcendan t bliss
that accompanies such a find—and contrapose it with the
the frustration of not finding the original volume they
were seeking.
Books are critical to the educational process, jus t
as a library is, or should be , critical to the college
community . The library budget constitutes 3. 3% of
the total expenditures of Colby College; the colleges
with which Colby most ofte n compares itself allocate,
repsectively, 3. 8% (Bates). 3.1% (Middlebury) , and
4. 5% (Bowdoin) of their total budget to the library. In
a comparative stu dy of colleges including Ivy League ,
Seven Sisters , Little Three, and smaller co-educational schools , Colby ranked 19 out of 33 in money
per student spent on the library. In a range of $401/
student and $80/student , Colby spent $161/student.
Within the past five years, the library budget has increased; however , neither the Treasurer nor Administrative Vice-President were able to ascertain if that
increase was simply proportionate to inflationary increases , or if it registered a true supplement to
the budget allocation.
The budget is broken down into categories of salaries , books and periodicals , and operating costs.
The professional library staff consists of a Director ,
an assistant, and four full time librarians ; six paraprofessionals; two secretaries , two part-time professionals; and student and downtown help. The fulltime librarians have degrees in library scienc e, and
have just recently attained faculty statu s, which carries fringe benefits , voting privileges , and dignity.
These salaries constitute 49% of the library budget,
ranking 29th out of 33 colleges , between a rang e of
68% and 41%. These figures are relatively low. Ms.
Curran , acting Head Librarian , described the salaries of the paraprofessional workers as "appalling "
and suggested that the salaries were hardly high.
The Library staff kept requesting more money and
their budget was subsequently increased: Kenneth
Blake, former Director of the Library, made a
conscious effort to put more money into salaries ,
and as little as possible into the physical plant. "He
sacrificed to put as much budget as possible into
salaries, " Ms. Curran stated. There was some
indication that the college administration intended
the accruement to be used for the purchase of more
books and was dissatisfied by the budget breakdown;
there is now an effort to employ a minimum of help
to keep the salary ratio down. Student help in the
library was substantially reduced this year for budgetary reasons.
The budget provides for purchase of books and
periodicals. Miller Library now has 325, 000 volumes and 1, 000 periodicals. Bates has 154,716
volumes and 959 periodicals; Bowdoin has 443, 000
volumes and 1, 500 periodicals ; Middlebury has
209 , 568 volumes and 1, 230 periodicals. To maintain a respectable status , Colby spends 33% of the
library budget on books and periodicals , ranking
14th out of 33 in portion of total library budget spent
on books; tills figure compares less favorably with
Bowdoin 38%, Middlebury 37%, and Bates 46%.
There have been efforts to increase the amount of
revenue to purchase books, and private donations ,
bequests , and endowments supplement this figure.
In a period of four years, 1968-1971, Colby added
48, 278 volumes to the library at a cost of $265 , 600.
This rate of growth is comparable to that of other
colleges: Bates acquired 256, 415 volumes
($239, 342), Bowdoin 63, 000 volumes ($388, 300) and
Hamilton 20 , 214 volumes ($200 , 069).
Moro Important than a quantitative growth,
however , Is a vision of tho library Itself. Tho
acquisition process Is determinant In building a
continued to page 5
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collection of viable and meaningful materials
responsive to community needs , and readily accessible to all members of that community. At Colby,
books and periodicals are purchased from departmental and general allocations, the great bulk of them
through the departmental allowance. These budgets
are formulated , ostensibly, by size of the major ,
student/course number, within any given department ,
and allocated by the Director of the Library. There
is indication that there is manifest injustice in the
apportioning of these funds. In the past , certain
departments were more strenuous in insisting upon
a large budget, and consistently spent that figure ,
whereas others were loathe to "scream and holler
for money " and therefore suffered. This historical
competition has persisted and certain departments
have always and still are given large sums; others
always have received little and presently have little
more . Still other departments have consistently
not spent the funds granted. English and American
Studi es, for example, has always had a large budget;
Professor Mark Benbow feels the English collection
is "f airly solid" and cannot recall any difficulty in
procuring books. The History and Government
Departments also have a large budget—some professors are allotted nearly $800 for the purchase of
books. Conversely, physics , mathematics, and
religion have small budgets. Classics shares the
dubious distinction of having the smallest budget with
physical education , and up until the past few years ,
received an allocation smaller than individual professors quotas in history-government. Professor
Westervelt states there are "tremendous gaps " in the
classics collection; the library does not even carry a
full set of Greek and Latin authors. Standard materials and texts are similarly lacking. Any attempts by
the department to rectify the situations by ordering
books over their budget went unacknowledged.
It is evident that the departmental budgets are
unfairly awarded. Nominally determined by department size, there is in verity no proximity between
size of department and size of budget. There are, of
course , ramifications : books in some subjects ,
notably the sciences , cost more than others. Some
subjects also rely heavily on periodicals, which are
handled not from a department budget, but from a
communal periodical budget. Periodicals generally
cost more than books because they must be maintained. Therefore , some departments may nearly
amount in periodical costs what they may lack in

book allowances. Historical prejudices do persist,
11 contingent subjects . Due to the library 's generous
however , strengthening an already good collection
lending policy, often the first student to reach the
in certain areas , and ignoring inferior collections ,
shelves will remove all books in a particular 'subject.
perpetuating the imbalance of the library. Little
The month-long lending period does not enc ourage
effort has been made to build a consistent collection. prompt book retarns , and there is no mandatory
The Director does have at his disposal a general
recall system. If someone requires a book already
fund , from which students or faculty may request
loaned , the library will request its return 'or furnish the
the . purchase of a particular book. This is the one
the name of the borrower to the requesting student;
means presently by which some balance is sought.
with no imposition of fines within a time or any
The librarian acts selectively, judging certain works punitive measures , it is totally dependent on the
to be of greater priority than others , measuring its
borrower 's cooperation and goodwill to return the book .
relevance both to other students and faculty members Many students and faculty members are notoriously
It is felt that the best way to reconcile departmen Ipoor about this. It is obvious that some system is
differences and build a good collection is through an
needed which facilitates greater circulation of the books
acquisitions librarian. The consensus of opinion at
to be responsive of student needs.
Colby favors such a position. Dean Jensen stated the
The only alternative for most students to resort to
"library was due for a change"; many seem to be in
when they find a book is not available at Colby is
agreement with him. There are few schools of
inter-library loan. This system of co-operation
Colby s size and stature that do not have librarians
among libraries has its drawbacks, for it is a
solely concerned with acquisitions. The objections
courtesy that cannot be abused. The staff must
voiced against such a librarian reflected valid but
impose "common-sense limitations " on students in
parochial attitudes. The fear that individual depart- making requests , because lend ing libraries allow
mental budgets would be cut in favor of general
only three books to be borrowed at a time, good for a
budgets suggests that the total library complex
period of two weeks. Also , it is more difficult to
should be diminished in lieu of department strengths. borrow out of state , and since there are a limited
It is not necessarily true that departmental allocanumber of libraries in Maine , the student is caugh t
tions will be terminated by an acquisitions librarian; in a paradoxical situation. There have been cases
a general fund , a departmental fund , or a synthesis
where students desperately needed research materials
of both may be implemented by James Fraser , the
and the library was very reluctant to get books for
new Director who is coming next year , and who will
them, necessitating pressure from faculty members.
be acting' as his own acquisitions librarian.
The library will furnish letters of introduction for
Books that are ordered may take anywhere from
students to use other library facilities , and has in
one month to two years to arrive. They must then be the past financed research trips . There is still some
processed before" going on the shelves . The technical difficulty , however , in getting books.
service department is still cataloguing books that were
These problems in the library of philosophy and
ordered two years ago, but the new computer system management are critical. Essentially, what must be
installed this year greatly reduces the time needed for determined is what the community envisions the
cataloguing and processing books.
functions of the library to be. The Committee to
Once purchased and processed , the availability
Study the Future of Colby created a task force to
of these books to students is not ensured. While the
define the nature of the library and its long range
collection in some areas is adequate, it is neverthe- goals. Its function as an undergraduate library must
less limited and most students have endured the
be juxtaposed with the need for research facilities ,
frustration of few sources in the card catalog. In
and the system of acquisitions is critical to attain
some areas , notably government documents , the
either. The cooperation of library staff with other
series number must be known, and thusly is not in
members of the college community is of paramount
the general catalog subject listings. If materials are importance; in the past there has been some distanc e
listed, a good part of the time they are missing. Due between various factions of the campus. Most
to lax security policies in the past , thousands of
essentially, it must become responsive to student
volumes were stolen—and the cards remain in the
needs , through an increased budget for better supplies
catalog for 25 years. Books that have been removed and better organization , and truly become integral
sometimes have not been thoroughly de-cataloged in
to the campus.
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by Barbara Forney
Mmm... Gluttony lives on.
The galloping glutton is back after a week's vacation. Don t accept Imitations—although It is just
as well that someone else reviewed "The Jefferson "
since I used to work there. Ex-waitresses are not
exactly renowne d for the ir objectivity .
This week we are featuring food for the povertystr icken pleblan. Buy a bottle of alka seltzer and a
tube of clearasll and let us all eat grease together.
If you really want to get Into It , rev your car in the
park ing lot while eatin g—yes we can all bo "teen
ang els. "
Bolley ' s must have the best hog dogs In town .
The k ind tha t you 're inclined to eat three of (especially with lots of friend onions). That Is for hors
d' oevres. We will now move on to a main course of
cha rco-broiled hambur gers, chees ebur ge rs , steak
sand w iches , otx. Avoid the french friend and/ or
on io n r i ngs unl e ss your f ather I s a derm atolo gi st ,
but hav e a lobs t er roll for de sser t (t oll them t o c ook
It extra long) .
Bolley ' s is on College Avenue across from , the
Lobster Pound. Keep your eyes open or you will
miss It. Unfortunatel y , Bolley ' s I s onl y op en unt il
7-. 30—wh o goes oruisln ' for bur gers at that hour ?
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Chief of Security , Stanley E. Crowell, after a
m To the editors:
V discussion with Officer Clinton Caron of the Water,
|
|
B & G never ceases to amaze me.
|
ville Police Department , feels that with over four
This garbage about locking dorms to
hundred bicycles used here on campu s, and as a
prevent theft—obviously theft only occurs
means of transportation to and from campus , it would
in women ' s dorms—right? That' s why
be advisable to. inform students of the state-wide
men ' s dorms aren 't locked. Come on
bicycle laws and also to help the owners to abide
guys—somehow I find this hard to swallow.
within these laws .
Besides that the heat Is screwed up in my
Security will record make, color , owner ' s name,
dorm , the bathroom door breaks once a
address and serial number of bicycle and maintain
week, the one toilet breaks , the ceiling
this information in a permanent file at Buildings and
Goununs. This will assist in returning any bicycle
to the rightful owner in the event the bike is stolen,
lost or found.
Security will also issue and help install reflector
tapes on becycles as required by law commencing
November 12, 1973.
We at Security wish to Inform you that the State
fell into the shower stall , the other shower
Law as stated below is going to enforced by the State:
doesn 't work—and B & G. runs around
CHA PTER 38
keeping record of how many times they
An act relating to lights and reflecto rs on bicycles.
relock my door.
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine , as
' Someday a thief will break in to find
follows: R. S. , T. 29 , 1962 amended. Section 1962
us frozen to death , drowned by overof title 29 of the Revised Sattutes is amended to rea d
flowing toilets , with our necks br oken
>as follows:
' from slipping on oily floor , or crushed
1962. Equipment
under cavod-in ceilings. Keep it up
Every bicycle when In use in the night time or at
_
B&G.
other
times when motor vehicles ar e required to
¦
I display headlamps by section 1366 shall bo equipped
Love and kisses ,
M w it h an d hav e lighte d a lam p on the f ront wh ic h shall
Barbara Forney
^L ^
^^^
emit a white light visible from a distanc e of at least
200 fee t to the fron t and a red reflector t o the rear
which shall be visible at least 200 feet to the rear .
Bicycle pedals shall bear reflector strips and bicycle
handlebars shall bear r ef lect or ta p es when in use I n
the nighttime or at other times when motor vehicles
are required to dispaly headlamps by sec tion 1366.
Ever y bicycle shall be equipped with a brake which
shall enable the operator to stop the bic ycle within
a reasonable distance.

LETTER

Butterworth on common market
by Prudence Hoerter
On Halloween night, Ambassador W. Walton
Butterworth, a former Rhodes Scholar, and now a
Woodrow Wilson Senior Fellow, drew upon his personal experiences as the representative of American
political interests in Europe to outline the development of the European community. Ambassador Butterworth discussed not only the formation of the
Common Market , its objectives , institutional framework and the results of this consolidation of economic
resources in Europe , but also pointed out possible
effects which the existence of a European Community
can have on the United States.

country to withdraw. The central administration is
independent of national parliaments and drafts all
policies regarding the powers of the Community.
The administration is composed of a Commission as
executive and adminis trative head , a Council of Ministers , a Supreme Court , a Parliament , and the
European Investment Bank. Thirteen Commissioners
appointed by the member nations serve for a period
of four years and owe their allegiance solely to the
Commission. The real power center , however , lie s
in the Countil of Ministers , to which each nation
appoints one representative. It is this group which
formulates the new policies and determines the direction of Common Market development. The Supreme Court is invested with the power to interpret
treateis, and a representative Parliament is capable
of dismissing the executive and of reviewing legislation.
The benefits accruing from the formation of the
Common Market have been phenomenal; both the GNP
and imports have especially profited due to the preference given to the colonies of the weaker nations in
order to expand their base markets . It cannot be
assumed, in the opinion of Ambassador Butterworth ,
that inflation and rising unemployment are a result of
the Common Market. In short , the nations in the
group are enjoying prosperity the likes of which they
have never enjoyed before.
However, this prosperity also has its disadvantages . ,It produced a drag effec t and tends to slow
down the achievement of goals. The Community must
still make painful changes and these changes are renThe Ambassador stated that the process of
dered all the more difficult given the comfortable
development has been both painful and slow. Alsituation it is enjoying at present.
though unwilling to return to the status-quo of preRussia once played an important role as a stimuwar conditions , the countries of Europe were fearlant to consolidation due to European insecurity. This
ful that tbe formation of a European Common Market feeling of vulnerability is being glossed over in the
would have detrimental effects on their national
atmosphere of pseudo-detente. However , this role
respect. Nevertheless, the initial step was take n
recently seems to have been assumed by the United
toward partial consolidation with the formation of the States. Europeans are becoming very reluctant to
by Havard Jones
§8
European Coal and Steel Community in 1950. Later , hold unredeemable dollars and have joined with the
Enough professional Maine craftsmen to crowd §H
the European Defens e and Atomic Energy Committees other nations in the community to float their curren- two floors of Roberts Union assembled on Saturday toFH
were organized. Despite the reluctance of Great
cy. The United States has been forced to recognize stage a fair and to sell their work. The affair was ,K
Britain to be a co-equal partner of an organization
the importance of the European Community because a day-long happening which was seldom without cu- |
B
with economically weaker nations , the Common
the American nation is proportionately weaker today, rious spectators who attended the event in droves. §8
Marke t finally came into effect in January, 1958.
both economically and financially . This state of af- Perhaps the single most repeated message of the day 1
5
Ambassador Butterworth acted as one of the liason
fairs brought the declaration by Kissinger that 1973 was in referenc e to Christmas gift shopping and for IB
officers in the negotiations between the three commany of the artisans early carols came in the form 19
is the Year of Europe. In long range terms , the
munities.
American economy will benefit from the stiffer com- of jingling half dollars and rustling twenties.
IB
The treaty which brought the Common Market
petition that the . Common Market will provide.
From uKra-modern to "back- to-nature ", the style iB
into existence provides for the adoption of similar
of the craftsmen showed tremendous concern for pop- j§H
The future of the European Community lies in
policies on the control of monopolies , labor , and
for
the
ular
appeal. Frustrated housewives , retired old men IB
the hands of the new generation. It will be
taxes , the formation of a common external tariff ,
European, youth to decide whether the nations of
who have cultivated a hobby, in fact all ages of hard j ffi
and ultimately the establishment of a common curworking artists had their works on display. Singular IB
Europe will sacrifice even more of their national
rency. No fixed duration was set on the treaty, and no character to strengthen and solidify the European
in its absenc e was anything which has not haunted
no provisions were established for a committed
similar fairs for years. Candles , stuffed toys, j ew- jj &j
Community .
elry, batik , leatherwork , pottery and carved wood
V
all combined to produce a most amazing collection of '0
odours .
wU
A pleasantly lilting dulcimer and the human din
familiar to crowded places was omnipresent in the
|H
by Lynne Neikirk
background.
The
simplicity
of
sunflower
seeds
ofMany students at Colby hav e already discovered , and American noble men and women done by artists
fered gratis by the musician of the dulcimer to all
fl
such as John Smibert , John Wollaston , John
what a tremendous entity the -new addition to Bixler
who
passed
his
table
posed
a
contrast
as
sharp
as
a
I
Singleton Copley, Gilbert Stuart and Sir Henry
Art and Music Center is. Colby 's collection has
winter
morning
to
craftsmen
haggling
over
their
8
Raeburn. Also the lower gallery houses Maine ' s
grown amazingly from a small group of Winslow
commercial art.
H
largest collection of 19th century American
Homers in 1955 to a much larger collection of
Students , some of whom were followed by their
H
American and European Art , spanning the 18th, 19th , primitives ; many of which are anonymously attributed. parents ,
members
of
the
faculty
and
citizens
from
IB
Around the corner from these primitives one finds
and 20th centuries. Equally as important as the
a widely representativ e collection of Winslow Homer ,
expanded collection are the new studio facilities ,
which include a new painti ng studio arid new sculpture ranging from his earlier works of the Civil War in oil
to some of his later delicate water colors. A small
studio.
The development of the new center can be charac- room dedicated to John Marin , a 20th century
terized as a series of revisions and modifications on American painter follows . His paintings are representational and can be characterized by bright colors
the plans as they were orglnally conceived. Each
and
formally abstracted shapes. They merely suggest
time a revised plan was made, new total estimate
form
, details are left to one ' s Imagination.
cf cost was also made, and the plans and cost were
Some other of my particular favorites include
revised and changed until a justifiabl e compromise
Louise
Nevelson ' s sumtuously proportioned drawing s,
was reached. The total cost was aproximateiy $950
Andrew Wyeth' s Edge of a Field , Alex Katz star-like
thousand . The firm of Johnson and Hotveat of
p ortra its , Paul Klee 's delicately balanced
Boston designed the building in a modified skeletal
manner , employing many unbroken glass surfaces. Agricultural Experiment , and Eric Neckel's
Two of their strongest architectural breakthroughs Landscape. All In all the collection has many fine
ar e th e ar cade th at serves to un ify th e new an d th e examples of American and European paintings.
all parts of central Maine were In attendance. Events IB
Studio facilities have been greatly Improved
old building and the step by step, diagonal recession
suoh as the Crafts Fair briefly brighten the academic IB
although there are still some problems to be worked
of the partitions in the gallery. These partitions
,
atmosphere of our campus and enable the student
IB
is
glass
and
The
northern
wall
of
the
studio
out
divide the interior spac e without being choppy and at
body
to
experience
screaming
children
and adults
IB
provides much daylight. However, studio space Itthe same time lead the viewer back through the
IB
other
than
those
administrators.
serving
as
faculty
or
self
has
been
severely
limited
by
the
extended
gallery.
[f
only
for
this
reason
the
fair
long
awaited
was
a
M
projects
up
from
below
sculpture
studio
celling.
It
The collection Itself holds many new acquisitions
success. Yet It also served to emphasize the unlm- I
in addition to what was previously contained. Begin- into the painting studio like a great grass enclosed
aginative rut In which Maine crafts have been linger- B
hole , admitting only the noise from the welding
ning In the 18th century, and downstairs In the
ing for too long.
I
below.
gallery, we find the engaging faces of many English

Maine Craf tsmen B
, Disp lay Work
If

II

Bixler gallery anal ysis

II
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Stee re Lecture

M editation
™ and ^J

by B. Smith
For those of you who liked my last review , here
is another one. I had a premonition about this
concert. Two relatively unknown bands , one backing up the other , one composed of Buckingham
cast-offs and the other coming from BOSTON, the mark of excellence as far as Colby audiences are
concerned. Visions of warmed-over late-sixties
schlock-rock and the ill-fated Boston sound onc e
hyped on WBZ ' s Dick Summer Subway show during that 1967 summer of love. A band with a camp
name , The Fabulous Rhinestones , a band whose
key member was a behemoth bass player , Harvey
Brooks , having played with a plethora of "artists "
but still probably best known for his work on the
"Super Session " album , a band with the unmistakeable
Buckinghams drummer and a couple of hack horn
players . This conglomeration touted as the highlight of the show versus a non-entity called the
Chris Rhodes Band. Of course , that cliche of an
irony ; the Chris Rhodes Band would steal the thunder
of the superstars. It could only happen that way and
of course , as anyone who was there knows (surely
someone from Colby was there?) it did , in fact ,
happen that way.
Chris Rhodes , with that greasy Boston James
Montgomery, J. Geils gravel voice and a newlyformed band of four musicians literally stole the stage
out from under the somniferous slog that was to
follow. Adding insult to injury, the Chris Rhodes
Band came back for Colby 's obligatory encore while
the Fabulous Rhines tones sweated it out in the
locker room. The success of the Chris Rhodes Band
was due to the sometimes jazz a la Charlie Christian

and sometimes funk guitar work of David Landau
paced by a gritty drummer whoso name I couldn 't
catch. Tho sax player , Michael Mlllon (?) produced somo rock and roll sax-playing which cooked
and ho coupled this with somo surprisingly tempered
Jazz riffs especially In tho Charlie Parker jam near
the end of tho sot. Junior Smith , the bass player ,

MB

was a perfect complement to the sax player s occas ional percussion interludes which were , in their own
right, a tight addition to an already superb rhythm
section. The band got off to a fast start and only
improved throughout their too-brief stay , woiking
their way through several orig inal pieces and an old
R ay Ch a rl e s p iece , "I' m Busted" . By the time
they were approaching their peak form , th ey h ad
already overstayed , accomplishing their purpose
almost too well and setting up the Fabulous Rhinestones for a task to which they soon proved thems elves unequal.
After a half-hour of standard equipment testing
and tuning, The Fabulous Rhinestone s stood poised
to impress us with their deafening volume. The
presenc e of two horn players momentarily deceived
us into abandoning a somewhat cynical approach ,
but as the band ground into its first piece of tired
rock and the horn players proved to be mere ornaments to a sound heard and played countless times
before , it was soon evident that this band was
actually going ahead and playing what our worst fears
had anticipated: an unoriginal sound , perhaps fun to
play but hardly interesting enough to warrent top
billing. Kal David 's guitar work was forced at best
and purely imitative at wors t, which was mos t of the
time. Harvey Brooks of the electric bass had and
has always had a certain style , but it is such that
it requires more than just itself to generate excitement and unfortunately his band , while competent,
was not capable of providing him with the basicall y
jazz format in which he cxcells. Marty Grebb
proved that he could play a lot of instruments , but
by spreading himself thin , he failed to realize any
measure of virtuosity he might possess on a particular instrument. His sax work was probably
better than his keyboards , but nothing was particularly unique. If not for the curiosity of seeing how
the former Buckingham ' s drummer has grown up,
In fact , the Fabulous Rhinestones would have been
a thoroughly uninteresting proposition . In true
schlock- rock fashion , the band wound up their dismal set with their claim to fame , "Wonderful Thing
which , I hate to admit , was probably the highlight
of their offering.
Lot tho word go forth that I-Ianloy Sound of Boston
was responsible for what the bands regarded ns a
bad sound system , not being able to hear themselves
onstage , however , the audience 's end of the system
was adequate enough , perhaps too adequate. The
Chris Rhodes Band was nicely balanced but we have
to wonder if the excessive volume of the Rhinestones
was the fault of Hanley Sound or if tho Rhinestone s,
In their zonl to Intimidate our ears , were trying,
after tho manner of so many mediocre bands , to
disguise tWr humdrum musicianship by turning
up tho noise and losing any finesse they might have
boon able to achieve as a consequence.
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by Sarah Ellis
"Scholar and statesman". . . "man of though t
and action ". . . "example of Socrates ' ideal union of
logos and ergon ". . . these are the phrases that were
used by Professor Francis Parker to introduce visiting lecturer Douglas Steere last Thursday evening.
Dr. Steere is a Rhodes Scholar and has received a
B. S. from Michigan State University , B. A . and M.A .
from Oxford , M. A. and Ph. D. from Harvard. He
holds honors from Oberlin , Earlham , and Lawrence;
and has held lectureships at Harvard and Princeton
as well as in London and Tokyo. A good deal of his
academic career has been spent at Haverford College
where he worked with Prof. Parker. Besides being a
lec turer and extensive traveler , Douglas Steere is the
author of several books , among which Wor k and Contemplation epitomizes the "guardian theme " of his
lif e.
Steere opened his lecture with the poem written
by Winefred Rawlins, "Man is a Tender Plant", the
sens e of which is carried well in the title. Man as
a tender plant grows alone and is vulnerable to the
harshness of life around him. This idea created the
frame from which the thought developed- that because
man experiences this separation from the world , he
needs to find comfort for it. The most enduring
source of comfort should be sought within himself and /
may be found through contemplation or meditation.
A growing dis illusionment with life has driven man to
all sources of fulfillment , none of which seem to provide a lasting satifaction. Drugs no longer hold students ' imaginations; Sc ience no longer fascinates the
public as an answer to all ills.
Thu s we need to look elsewhere, and the most
logical place is inward. Man has become aware that
his hectic life has "cut him off outside himself" and
left him detached and empty . For these reasons there
has been an increasing interest in the West in Hindu
Yoga , and Buddhist Zen Meditation. In the United
States alone there exist a thousand qualified teachers
guiding three hundred thousand youth in the practice
of Transcendental Meditation. People are also becoming aware of informal methods of contemplation
to instill order into their lives. The simplest example of this is the confrontation of a problem with
qu iet , meditativ e thought. With increased concen- tration the problem often dissolves in solution. The
Chinese have a saying that describes the quiet confidence that arises from such thought: "Returning to
one ' s roots is known as stillness. " Another form of
meditation that Douglas Steere talked about Is contemplation upon a line or text to find its deepest meaning.
The guiding thoughts in this method would be "What '
does the text mean? " and "What does it mean in my \
life?" . Such intensive thinking has been practiced
throughout hlstoi-y by both Western and Eastern cultures , and continues to be practiced extensively today
The Resulting enlightenment that one Ideally attains
leads 'to a feeling of awareness; a sense of- "oneness";
"a flowing with what flows through, " Through meditation there is a lowering of the imaginary walls that
separate men from each other. When this happens ,
the love that Is within each is allowed to flow and
bind all together. The pervading mes sage of Douglas
Steere ' s lecture culminates in the quotation"In stillness there Is fullness;
In fullness there Is nothingness;
In nothingness there are all things. "
A reception In Smith Lounge after the lecture
allowed us to share a bit moro time with Dr. Steere,
yet one returned homo that evening with the feeling
that the man s source of thought had barely been
tapped.

film

Antonio Das Modes

by Jim Morgan
Antonio Das Mortes is an extraordinary film
which takes place in the steppes of modern-day
north east Brazil. The main character in the film is
Antonio Das Mortes. Antonio is a veteran killer of
Cangaceiros , bandits who fight the exploiting rich in
an effort to relieve the suffering peasants . Antonio
is rehired by Colonel Horacio, a blind , crippled, old
landowner who has heartlessly refused to engage in
any land reform and who exploits the peasants. The
Colonel orders Antonio to exterminate the remaining
Cangaceiros, especially their saintly leader Coirano
Amidst the wild clapping and singing of the peasants
and with a long red handkerchief between their teeth ,
Antonio and Coiran o perform a magnificent ritualistic sword fight. Coirano is fatally wounded. Before
Coirano dies, though, Antonio undergoes a great
transformation in his heart. He begins to take pity
upon the suffering peasants and finally realizes who
"the real enemy is. " Coirano dies , Antonio asks
God's forgiveness for his pas t misdeeds and demands the Colonel to release his lands and open his
great stores of food to the peasants. Of course the
ruthless Colonel refuses and instead hires a gang of
killers who obligingly murder all of the peasants and
Cangaceiros. The scene is then set for the brilliant
battle between Antonio and the twenty or so hired
guns of the Colonel. As if encased in some armor of
God, Antonio singlehandedly rifles down all of the
killers including the Colonel.
Antonio Das Mortes is an extraordinary film for
two reasons. Firs t, the film successfully resides
in the Brazilian idiom , presenting a various array
of Brazilian folk songs, costumes , and folk dances.
Second, Glauba Rocha deftly intertwines the folkways and myths with the characters and plot, resulting in a film with' startling symbolic force. For
example, before the big battle at the end of the film,
a Brazilian folk song relates to the viewer the story
of the legendary Lampiao, leader of all Cangaceiros.
As the lege nd goes, Lampiao travels to the gates of
Hell but is refused entrance by Satan on the grounds
that Lampiao would lower the value of the property .
Lampiao protests and threatens to destroy all of Hell
if he is not admitted. Satan gathers up troops of men
and women to fight Lamp iao only to have Lampiao demolish all, including the gates of Hell. Lampiao releases all the prisoners of Hell and destroys Satan 's
rule book, as the legend goes. This legend is closely
related to the final battle in Antonio Das Mortes.
Antonio obviously represents Lampiao and receives
godly powers to conquer the forces of the rich , redrobed Colonel , who obviously symbolizes Satan. It is
this type of interplay between legend and actuality
that gives Antonio Das Mortes so much devastating
~~
power.

by A. Wing Mayer

Reaction to
Rhinestones Poste r

So you think you 're alone in the world ? Nobody
understands you. Everyone seems cold and superficial. You have to find yourself. You are looking
for— The Answer. OK, pick a city. Boston? Fine.
So we 've got this kid in Boston see, from one of the
by Anita Baldwin
less wealthy parts of town say the Nor th End , and he
"A breast? I thought it was a picture of the sun
tells his old man "Hey— I jes can t groove here
coming up ! "
anymore, ya know?" The old man rolls his eyes...
That is the way the "Fabulous Rhinestones" posbut remembers— "Yeah. " So the kid picks up and
ters struck one student. Others did not have such nonmoves out to where It is, the real world. Ironic '
partisan views about the posters , which were put up
as it may seem , he finds himself in Wellesley
about two weeks before the concert. In fact , in
Heights madly in love with a rich society snob. And
several instances , they were ripped down by students
love conquers all—for a couple of days. Soon the
and custodians . They could not be put up downtown
North End Wanderer tires of his friend 's preoccupabecause stores refused to post them, and the concert
tion with loving and takes to the road once more.
lost possible ticket sales . However , Ti m Glidd en,
The eternal cries of an innocent youth echo hauntingly in charge of concerts this year; was not responsible
through tlie vast vacuum of space—I want to be free,
for the design and was unable to 'change them once
I want to be wild.
they were finished. He ordered them from a former
Colby student , Randy Marino , who lives downtown
Marino was sent specifications for the posters ,
including a pic ture of the band. Unfortunately , Marino
made up his own design and by the time Glidden
received the posters it was too late to order new ones.
The theme is a common one in television, films ,
Marino grossly overcharged Glidden for
and literature and is not limited to the North End or Moreover ,
the work.
Boston or America. The scene could just as well be
Not only were the posters blatantly sexist, but
North India and the river could be the polluted Ganges
.hey did not really publicize the concert: one 's eyes
instead of the polluted Charles. In a film called
certainly were not drawn first to the writing . And
"Siddhartha " a youth of the same name searches for
worse still , the picture did not fit the subject. At
his own personal reality or Nirvana (eternal piece least the Erotic Film Festival posters were ideally
of mind) in much the same way that our hero from stuied to the films they publicized , but a music conthe North End does . The only differenc e is that
cert by the "Fabulous Rhinestones " has nothing
Siddhartha 's seareh is filmed in the Indian country - whatsoever to do with sex.
side and is partially obscured by national customs
and morals. When the film is stripped of its
Opera from page 1
beautifu l scenery and some of the philosophical gems
and releases Macheath from jail, but Peachum and
of Hermann Hesse ("One becomes obsessed with a
Lockit, who is portrayed by John Orefice, working
goal but the real freedom is the realization that
there are no goals , ") the true character of the film together , quickly recapture him.
While preparations are made for Macheath 's
emerges and it becomes nothing more than a dishanging, he is visited by Polly and Lucy, as well as
appointing cliche fox us in 1973.
four other women, each claiming to be his wife. The
is
a
failure
,
It cannot be said that "Siddhartha "
rabble
and beggars , dismayed by Machea th's plight
simply because we have grown tired of the message.
and the injustic e done to the poor , raise such a deIn other ways it is a successful film. Producer/
1
director/screenwriter Conrad Rooks creates a subtle mand for Macheath s reprieve that charges against
him are finally dropped , and Jie is released to the
but well-aimed visual rhythm which contributes
cheering crowd.
much to the over-all effect of the film. Hermann
Once released , Macheath claims the woman he
Hesse 's story shows a deep interest in psychoconsiders to be his real wife and promises to give ,
analysis and the teachings of Buddha and other
oriental philosophers , and his lyrical and highly
up the vices of his past life .
svmbolic writings led to the Goethe and Nobel
Both shows will be presented at 8:00 p. m. at the
prizes for literature in 1946. Cinematographer Sven Opera House. Bus transportation will be available on
Nykvist has a natural flair for fi nding and capturing both nights , leaving from Runnals Union around 7:00
landscapes that appear to be a luminist 's delight.
p. m, and returning there after the performance.
His filming is sensitive and tas teful, and his slow
Tickets cost $1. 50 and are available in the dining halls
pans and fades make "Siddhartha " a beautifu l, peace- and in the bookstore. In addition , season tickets are
ful film worth seeing if only to sample the land , peo- available in both places. These tickets cost $3. 50
ple , customs , and philosophy of a culture so far
and are good for admission to all three Powder and
removed from ours. (Cinema Center through Nov. 13)
Wig productions this year.

fsiddharthci l

• People Show from page 2
Gruening from page 1
Each performance involves live and , usually, tap id this rejuvenation is contingent upon the lessons of
mus ic and sounds. Michael Figgis , son of a musicol Watergate . Nixon s violations of the separation of
ogist and jazz expert , is the group s musician as wel powers must be translated into positive political
as performer. He plays piano, gu itar , flugelhorn am
concern and awareness on the part of all citizens
trumpet in a personal manner and puts together the
Specificly,
the future success of our "democratic
by Havard Jones
recorded "scores. "
experiment" depends upon the youth of this country.
During a weekend while I was making photographs
Jose Nava , son of a Mexican fisherman , married
Gruening expressed conplete satisfaction with
half
and working like a slav e for the Almighty dollar ,
an English girl and now lives in London. He joined
the
present constitution since this is the first actual
a million people went to New York State to live in the
THE PEOPLE SHOW after photographing several of
crisis It has undergone In almost 200 years. He called
mud. The experience at Woodstock is now as famous
their shows. He plays both gentle and sinister charthe Founding Fathers "the most enlightened group of
as the musicians who performed there. This experac ters.
men
since the height of Greek civilization. " Accordience will be revisited at Colby College this Friday
Derek Wilson , the group 's newes t member , Is a
ing to Gruening, it is only because of the actions of
through the modern miracle of motion pictures.
potter , gardener and therapist. He created several
this
particular President that the delicate balance of
One of the most revolutionary tasks of which the
"sets " for THE PEOPLE SHOW before joining the
power
has been upset.
cinema is capable Is that of recording and preserving
group as a performer.
Besides the power question and his desire to reactual events, As a movie , Woodstock is an achieveAlthough it Is dangerous to generalize about such
new
the government, Gruening is fighting for the conment in ita docume ntary form, As enter tainment , It Is an unpredictable, creative group, it can be said that
struction of the Alaskan Pipeline and restrictions
three hours of Carlos Saritana, the late Jimi Hendrlx ,
thei r work is primarily visual. Theirs is a theatre
,
against
shipping oil In tankers. He Is one of two
The
Who.
Baez
,
Joan
,
Sly and the Gang, Arlo Guthrie
of effects that makes use of both comedy and pathos.
Senators
who voted against the Gulf of Tonkin Resoluso bring yoar pillows to sit on.
Sometimes the imagery Is violent. One production
tion,
which gave President Johnson congressional
There is not only music in this film , eventhough
was staged In a boxing ring and began as a "rea l"
approval
for his "private " war In Vietnam. Gruening s
Is
There
experienc
e
it.
the music is reason enough to
boxing match; at the end of another show, audiences
battles
emphasize
his devotion for America and his
also the brotherhood which allowed half a million
were driven from the thea tre by smoke. At other
deep respec t for our traditional political institutions.
people to sustain each others ' needs for three days.
times , the Imagery is gentle and intimate. A
However , Gruening stresses that the future of our
Important
The reason that the lesson of Woodstock is
rabbit has appeared in several shows; there was a
country
depends upon young people who must partic iis that it Is a lesson which our generation can learn
toy house full of white mice In People Show 39 and
pate In the government and vigilantly protect our Inand use—that it takes everyone pulling together to see doves In Show 44. Whatever thoy do nex t promises
stitutions.
a storm through, but that the commitment to pull
to bo striking, Innovative and different fr om anything
together must begin with and be part of every individual. you have seen before, THE PEOPLE SHOW will
See and hear Woodstock at either 6 p. m. or
bo at Colby , Monday, November 12, In Given
9:15 p. m. In Given Auditorium on Friday , November 9. Auditorium at 9 p. m,
In addition to your pillows you will need one dollar to get
in. Remember , however , that absolutely no smoking
will be allowed In the auditorium and that there will
be no exceptions. If you have a nicotine fit or need a
plok-me-up, the lobby will bo at your disposal.

woods toc k

Mules dro p tough

Woodsmen 's axes
ilook sharp at U.N.B.
by Cliff Reichart
Nineteen teams of would-be Paul Bunyans descended upon the University of New Brunswick for the
a nnual fall meet. Captain Barry Davies sufficiently
recovered from last season s axe wound to lead the
Mule Woodsmen to their stro ngest finish in recent
memory.
Against tough Canadian competition Colby took
7th overall. In the events the team took 2nd in the
pu lp toss; Captain Davies and Cliff Reichert
sp lintered their way to a 3rd in speed chopping;
while Rob Fitzgibbons sped his way to a 4th in the
chain throw. Dave Galvin proved to be a tough
cookie in the ax throw event, while Jim Gibson and
rookie Chezzy 111 rounded off the much improved
squad. Gibson and 111 put on a dazzling display in
the two man cross-cut sawing and more than a few
spectators thought they could have beaten a small
chain saw.
All did not go well for the Mules , however, and
they were plagued by ill fortune. In bow sawing,
their strongest event during practice, they broke
most of the teeth off of their saw blades before
shearing the bolts which held the blades in the saw.
After breaking both of their saws, they were forced
to run around to the other teams begging to borrow
one, while the clock was running the entire time.
When they finally found a saw that would not break
under stress, they finished their cuts so fast that
they still beat two of the teams. Captain Davies said
that the diffuculty was that the bolts were not strong
enough and the blades were not spruce blades. He
assured us that next season special blades would be
ordered for the type of wood to be used in the meet.

one to hobart

by Dan Rapaport
Last Saturday, the winles s Colby College football
team took on an undefeated Hobart squad and were it
not for two plays and two calls by an inept referee the
Mules would have pulled off a major upset. The final
score was 26-7 but the undersized Mules put on a
tremedous effort staying with and at times outplaying
a team to which they were thirty point underdogs . r
Time and again the aggressive Colby defense, led by
Bob Theberge, stopped Hobart's vaunted Wishbone
attack, and handed the offsene good field position.
The offense drove well into Hobart territory only
to be thwarted by a combination of the visitors ' defense and some questionable officiating.
Two plays turned 'this game around. On the first
play of the game Hobart s big fullback burst his way
through the line and romped 80 yards untouched to
by Gay Peterson
put the visitors out in front. The stunned Mules reThe 1973-1974 Maine Intercollegiate Tennis
grouped and oh their second possession knotted the
Tournament for Women with visiting teams from
score as Peter Gorneiwicz capped a sixty yard drive
Bowdoin, Bates, Nasson, UMO , UM PG , an d U M P I scoring from four yards out. Gorniewicz did the bulk
was held at Colby, Friday and Saturday, November of the ball-carrying on this drive but a Hayes to
2 and 3, and, not surprisingly, Colby was the winner Bauot pass on the third down kept the march going.
with a score of 38 points. The nearest competition
With Hobart out in front 13-7 in the second period
had a finishing score of 13. This year was the first the other crucial play occurred. Freshman Tom
that a point system was utilized in order to present Whittier dropped back to punt for Colby and four
a team award. Majorie Either , Tournament Chair- Hobart linemen stormed in to block the punt and rewoman, was responsible for theinitiationof this
cover it for the score to give the visitors a two
system. Student co-chairwomen Barb Henwood and touchdown lead at half .
Lynn Bruce also volunteered a great deal of time in
order to make this tournament possible.
The four top seeded players in singles, in order ,
were Lyn Estes , C olby, Janet Mc Manama , Colby,
Hilda Hinds, UM PG , and Ann Donaghy, Bates. The
first matches began Friday at 9 a. m.- and by Saturday
at 12:30 , the competition was narrowed down to the
two Colby women, Lyn Estes and Janet Mc Manama.
Lyn had come into the finals wi th a 6-0, 6-0 win over
Marjory Perkins of UMO , and Janet arrived in the
same position with an equally sound trounc ing over
Hilds Hinds , UM PG , 6-1, 6-1. The final match proved
proved to be a little more competition for both women,
but Lyn emerged champion, for the fourth year in a
row (a Maine state record, incidently) with a final
score of 6-2, 7-6. Colby players have won the singles matches all seven years that the tournament has
taken place.
The doubles matches began Friday at 10:30 a. m.
,, In the second half , Colby continued to stop HoThe top two seeded teams were Bowdoin and Univerbart
s strong running attack and some poor Hobart
sity of Maine, Presque Isle. The Colby team, though,
punts
gave the Mules good field positions. Mid-way
consisting of Karen Huebsch and Susan Brown managed to overcome Presque Isle in the semi-finals and , through the thrid period the Mules , through the running of Joseph , Hayes, and Gorniewicz drove inside
therefore, faced Robin Shiras and Betsy Hanson of
the Hobart five. On second down and one it appeared
Bowdoin in the finals. Karen and Susan continued
that Hayes was over the goalline but the refs spotted
their fine form and wound up tlie doubles match with
it at the goalline. On the next play Gorneiwicz took
a final score of 6-3, 6-7, 6-4 over number one
a handoff and after crossing the goalline was hit and
Colby fielded a mixed "B" team for the first time. seeded Bowdoin. This was the second time in seven fumbled. The officials disallowed the Colby touchyears that Colby has taken the doubles match.
Although they did not fare too well overall against
claiming GornieMrs. Either held an award dinner at her home " down and awarded Hobart the ball
the men , they did beat the other women ' s team.
enough.
The visitlong
wicz
did
not
have
possession
Tuesday night for the Colby team, at which time
Martha Nist and Nancy Snow demonstrated that
ors from Geneva, New York put together their only
superior technique can compensate for a lack of stren [(seniors Lyn Estes, Barb Henwood , and Susan Brown sustained driv e following the fumble recovery marchas they beat about half of the men's teams in decking. were honored. Most valuable player was awarded to ing 80 yards to up their lead to 26-7. The Mules
Captain Mitch Brown tied for first place with a perfecslboth Janet Mc Manama and Karen Huebsch, and Most made one last attempt in the fourth period but a drive
score In dot splitting , and Sandy Bates scorched the Faithful Player was awarded to Bev Vayhinger. Colby fell short at the Hobart 10 when the refs failed to
must agree that it was definitely a fine season.
call an obvious pass interference.
crowd with her fire building talents. Other
enthusiastic members were Claudia Thorns jo and
Last week ' s defeat was a tough one to swallow
yet this reporter can find nothing but praise for a
Barbara Badger.
young Mules squad who failed to fall apart after the
opening play disaster and gave their heavily favored
opponents one hell of a battle. If the Mules can put
together another effort like this one , they will finish
up the season on a bright note by defeating Bates .

Terrors Take
Tennis Tourney

Booters falter to M.I.T.

by Brad Cohen
With one game remaining, the Colb y C olle ge
soccer team ended play last week with a tie at Bates ,
and a loss at M. I. T, These games left the Mules
with a 3-3-4 mark entering the finale with Bowdoin.
O n Thursda y , Nov. 1 , C olby and Ba t es fou ght t o
a l~l tie, The field was sloppy, as the rain and cold
mad e playing conditions deplorable. Junior J ohn
Harris (who else?) netted the lone Colby goal , as he
has done so of ten tills season. Harris Is among the
to p s corers I n the state , and has prov ide d the bulk of
Colby s offens e this season. In the Bates game , he *
was the ent ire Colby offense. The defense was solid
enou gh, but the adver se weathe r cond ition s stopped
both teams fr om mount ing any sustained att ack.

On Saturday, Nov. 3 > M. I. T. handed Colby a
2-0 defeat. With a strong favoring wind In the first
half , M. I. T. jum ped In front with both goals. The
wind was definitely a factor In this game , but with
the w ind at their backs In the second half , the M ules
fa iled to score. Center fullbac k Paul Pape was the
Colby standout ,- playing a tremendous game on defense. Again , the failure to mount a stron g attack
hurt Colby, as tlie defense played another strong
game.
With a win yesterda y over Bowdoin; Colby would
put Itself In content ion for tho Maine state title .
This is quite a distinction , especially If ono considers the fac t that U. Maine-Oron o, I s ranked 12 th in
New England .

MUSIC PRESENTATIONS
Jane Copeland Stevens, wellknown American
contralto, will appear in a performance of opera
and Oratorio . arias , Sunday, Nov. '11, 1973 , in
Given Auditorium at 8 p. in. Admission is free.
The Department of Music is also presenting
filmed highlights from the following operas: Rigoletto
and Marriage of Figaro, filmed at! La Scala, Milan.
There will be two showings: Thursday at 4:30 p. m. ,
and Friday at 4:30 p. m. , both in Lovejoy Auditorium.
;
There will .be no charge.
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LOST

B & G reports that a handbag was lost last week
near Foss Hall, containing I. D., glasses, and keys.
Anyone who has information about this,, or any
lost or found articles, please contact B & G .
M CLU R ESOLUT ION
REMINDE R
Nov. 12 leaves us with thirty days until the end of
classes. After this date, withdrawal failing from a
course counts against cumulative average. It is also
the last date to withdraw from extra credit in "augmented courses ;" after this the entire course must
be kept or dropped.

F ILM

D IRECTIO N

The Maine Civil Liberties Union has passed a
resolution calling for the continuation of impeachment proceedings against the President, because
of his alleged infringement of civil liberties in the
United States. The MC LU needs money to pay for
one or two large ads in Maine newspapers on the
order of the New York Times ads on impeachment.
If anyone feels that resignation is preferable,
continued pressure for impeachment could force re
signation.
Anyone wishing to donate money for this should
send a check made out to the Maine Civil Liberties
Union or give cash to Professor David Bridgman,
6H Miller Library, or to Mrs. Jane Birge, Box 54,
Waterville.
The name and address of the donor would be
appreciated , but it is not required.

On Sunday , Nov . 11 at 7:30 p. m., Film Direction will show Bernardo Bertolucci' s "The Spider ' s
Strategem. " Based on "Theme of the Traitor and
Hero , " a short fiction by Jorge Luis Borges, the
film was made in 1969 and has just been released in
America this year. Bertolucci is best known for
his remarkable direction of "Last Tango in Paris "
PUBLIC AD M INISTRA TION FELLOWSHI PS
(1973), and "The Conformist" (1970). "The Spider 's
Strategem " is a lyrical questioning of the levels of
The Southern Regional Training Program in
reality that can/cannot be found in historical "fact. "
Public Administration is offering a fellowship of
Stan Brackage 's shorty, "Two : Creeley/Mc Clure
$4600-$5000 to study at two of the three participating
a film portrait of two poets , Michael Mc Clure and
state universities, U„ of Alabama, U. of Kentucky,
Robert Creeley, will also be shown. Price: 75£.
and U. of Tennessee. Candidates must be U.S.
citizens and have completed their B.A. by June 1974. Place: Lovejoy.
For further information contact: Coleman B. Ransone
BIOLOGY-GEOLOGY LECTURE
COFFEE HOUSE
Jr., Educational Director , Southern Regional Training Program in Public Adminstration, Drawer I,
The Coffe e House in Runnals Basement presents
Tonight , Thursday, Nov. 8 at 7 p. m. there will
University,' Alabama, 35486.
Ragtime with Dick English , Vinnie Martucci, and
oe a lecture sponsored by the Biology and Geology
John Steer. Saturday , Nov. 10, 9 p. m. 50^ cover. departments. Dr. Conrad Gebelein of the Bermuda
MAR INE SC IENCES EXP E R IE NC E
Biological Station for Research will speak on "AsTHEATER
Saint Francis College in Biddeford , Maine will
pects of the Ecology-Geology of Bermuda. " It will
offer a seven week field experience in Mexico this
be held in Life Science 5.
Life
present
The Coffee House and Academic
winter. The trip, leaving Dec. 8, will b e led by
The People Show from England. 9:00 p. m. (doors
Dr. Gilbert Bane and will offer courses in Tropical open at 8:30) Given Auditorium, Monday, Nov. 12.
Marine Ecology, Special Problems in Fisheries,
The five actors and actresses from. The People Show
TECO
Biology, and Ancient and Contemporary Marine
will be on campus all day Monday, jniov. 12. Anyone
Civilizations of Mexico. If interested write: Dr.
interested in meeting them should contact Laurie
David Cornelius , '76 , will give . his second talk
Gilbert W. Bane, Director of Marine Studies , St.
Bedig, ext. 526.
on creating and editing computer files. "Text EditFrancis College, Biddeford , Maine 04005.
WORKSHOP
ing and Correcting" will be held in Keyes 102 at
sponsorCoordinated
Studies
is
The Center for
4:30 p. m. Nov. 13.
ANDOVER TEACHING FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ing its first workshop. Anyone interested in learnFLU SHOTS
ing anything about knitting , crochet, needlepoint,
The Andover Teaching Fellowship Program-, at
sewing, crewel, or embroidery is invited to attend,
Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass. provides an
this initial meeting . Thursday, Nov. 15, 6:15 p. m.
The Infirmary is having a Flu Shot Clinic on
opportunity for a year of teacher training at the secFoss-Woodman Lounge.
Nov. 13 and 14 from 1-4 p. m. The cost is $1.50.
ondary level. It offers supervised experie nce, a
stipend of $4500 and living quarters. Fields open
to Teaching Fellows include English, history, anFEDERA L CAREER DAY
cient and modern languages, mathematics, biology,
PABLO NERU DA POETRY READING
chemis try, physics, general science, art, music ,
There will be a Federal Career Day on Friday,
religion, and social sciences. Applications are
Nov. 9, at Bates College in Lewiston, Maine. There
available from Phillips Academy, Andover , Mass. ,
Dunn Lounge , Runnals Union (second floor),
will be representatives from eight agencies in the
01810
4:00
, Friday, November 9. Bilingual reading by
Alumni Gym. This is an excellent opportunity to
Francisco
Perez , Patric k Brancaccio , and John
have an interview for possible employment with the
Witte
Federal Government. If you plan to attend , please
JAN PLAN IN RUSSIA
notify the Office of Career Counseling in 110 LovePlan
j
oy.
Is
offering
a
Jan
Cor
ps
Exchange
Citizens '
The
and
Moscow.
exchange to Len ingrad , Kiev ,
GRAD SCHOOL RE PRESENTATIVES
academic pro gram includes lectures and seminars
" CHARLIE BROWN " TRYOUTS
meetcounter
part
facu
lty,
American
by Soviet and
The following will have representatives on camings , and field tri ps.
The tryouts for "You 're a Good Man , Charlie
pus:
The all- inclusive cost of the two-week visit ,
Nov. 8-U. of Rochester , Grad School of Managemenl Brown " will be held on November 12-15. Since the
departing December 21, is $933 ; ,of the thre e-week
play will be rehearsed during Ja nuary and presented
Nov. 12- Northeastern U., Grad School of Prof.
exchange , departing Januar y 3, $1033.
on
February 14-16, those pertl clpatlng must have an
Accounting
Scholarshi p grants will be made by CEC in
on-campus Jan Plan. For more Informa tion and to
amounts up to $30.0 . NO LA NGUAG E REQUIRE MEN1 Nov. 13-Harvard U., MBA Program
arran ge an au di t ion t i me , con t act P eter Labo mbar de ,
Write to: CEC Building, 10 West 46th St. , New York , Nov, 14-Katherine Gibbs
Averili
118 , ext. 515.
,
New York 10036
THE BEGGAR 'S OPERA
Friday and Saturday nights , Nov. 9 and 10, PowCHAN RETURNS '
der and Wig will present John Gay ' s musical broadside of 1728 , The Beggar ' s Opera .lt presents a cast
Tonight , at 8 p, m. In Given Audi torium , Dr.
Dan and Sara M ark wi ll b e sell i ng a c ollec tio n of of whores , rogues , catthroas t, and assorted scoun- Wing-tsit Chan will
retu rn for the last of his four
fine art prints In Roberts Union, November 14 & 15, d rels I n a sat ire of corru p t ion , cynical conniving ,
lectures on Chinese Philosophy. The topic tonight
from 10 AM to 5 PM , In the second floor foyer.
brazen br ibe r y , double-dealing, and mutual betr ay- w ill be "Mao 's Philosophy, Tradition and Revolt,
"
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Works I nclude C
als in highest places. A timely choice , 8 p. m. at
and other goodies. Prices are $2.00 per print , or
the Water Opera House ,
three for $ 5. 00.
PRINT SALE

What can just oneprivate citizen do?

Ral ph Nade r
ur ges youto become
a Public Citizen
Dear Fellow Citizen:
Imagine that 25 or 30 years ago citizens
concerned about the future quality of life
in America had gotten together to do
something about it.
Suppose they had begun an effective
citizen 's campaign to make government
agencies and industry management sensi
tive and responsive to the needs of the
people, The real needs, of all the people
Think how much that was already
wrong would have been corrected by now
Think how much that has gone wrong
since then would never have been allowed
to happen.
If the public had acted years ago, we
would Jong ago have eliminated or minimized the inexcusable pockets of poverty
in our land of plenty; the vile and violent
contaminants that pollute our air and
water; the ravaging of our land by insensitive corporate and government forces;
the sickening, often lethal, chemicals,
gases and dust in many of our factories,
foundries and mines; the unrestrained
power and expenditures of our military
establishment; the inequities in taxation
that takes 20% of workers' wages while
many with enormous incomes pay little or
nothing.
Our people would not be disenchanted
and disillusioned. And the prevailing
mood in America would not have turned
from confidence and pride and hope to
growing- feelings of frustration and out
rage and hopelessness.
What if we don't act now?
In another 30 years our population will
have doubled. What if our rampant eco
nomic "growth" is allowed to continue in
discriminately—mindless of the public 's
hopes and indifferent to their problems?
What if we continue to do nothing be
cause we assume that others are taking
care of these pr obl em s?
Wh<m taking care of them?
It is cl ear that ou r inst itution s, public
an d privat e, are not really performing
their regulatory functions. They tend not
to control power democratically, but to
con centr ate it an d to serve special inter est
gr oups at the expense of voiceless citizens
Almo st all the organiz ed legal rep resen
tat ion in our countr y is w ork in g to protect
pr ivate interests and private wealth.

Who represents the citizen? Only ourselves. And that is why I urge you, as a
public citizen—a citizen concerned about
your community and your country— to
support Public Citizen.
If we do not speak up in the public interest now, if we allow the problems to
multiply, life in America could be intolerable. Perhaps impossible.
Citizen Advocates-Citizen Supporters
. A Cause for Optimism
We have seen how a few determined
citizens can overcome overwhelming odds
to better their communities. What has
been accomplished so far is not the work
of one person but of more than 30 young
men and women—lawyers, other professionals and students. If more valiant and
dedicated people were able to work on a
broader scale, think how much more could
be accomplished.
Thousands of graduates of law, medical,
science and engineering schools and other
disciplines want to work long hours, at
minimal wages in the public interest.They
know that our society cannot solve its
problems if all our most highly trained
professionals work for private industry or
government agencies.
If these selfless young people are willing to sacrifice conventional rewards to
pioneer the future , other public spirited
citizens will surely want to make it possible for them to do so.
Through Public Citizen , we ask con- ,
cerned students to contribute $5.00 (nonstudents are sending $15.00 or more) to
support a lean , hard-working group of
these citizen-advocates.
Through published studies and docume n tat ion , they will help to sharpen public awareness of our problems. Public
awareness leads to public action.
Historically, the idealism and energy of
student s ha s be en a po tent for ce for
change . We hope to provide a dynamic
vehicle and clear goals for those hopeful
qualities by organizing student supported
public interest groups throughout the
country to work for lasting change
thr ou gh an or derl y, democratic system.
They will represent disadvantaged minority groups, before the various legal
agencies of state and federal governments.
They will seek to temper the actions of
lar ge cor p orations that have ac q uired
power far out of proportion to their contributions to society.
In some important way, every major
company touches on the lives of thousands of people—employees , consumers,
retailers , taxpayers and whole communities. Shouldn t these people have a voice
about policies that directly and adversely
affect them? Must not a just legal system
accord victims the ability to deter forces
that tend to victimize them?

A way must be found to make a real
impact on corporate boardrooms—an d on
government agencies that often serve as
protectors , even service arms, of the in
dustries they are supposed to regulate.
Bureaucrats cannot easily resist the
overwhelming pressures of special inter
est lobbies in Washington and state
capitals. But there can be a greater coun
tervailing pressure—the determination of
citizens lobbying for the public interest.
Once a year, as a Public Citizen support
er, you will receive a report on significant
new citizen involvements that have been
effective in achieving reform or relief at
the local , state , or national level. Hope
fully, you will apply them in the areas of
your own commitment to action. Citizen
ship skills must be continually sharpened
and used if we are to succeed in prevent
ing or diminishing injustice.
Potentially, there are 200 million of us
unable to work full-time for the public in
terest but with a full-time anxiety about
it. Think how much can be accomplished
if enough private citizens become public
citizens.
Please mail the coupon and your check
for $5 or more to help Public Citizen con
tinue and expand the work that is already
under way.
Let it not be said by a future ,' forlorn
generation th at we wasted and lost our
great potential because our despair was
so deep we didn 't even try, or because
each of us thought someone else was
worrying about our problems.
Sincerely,

.-—_ .

—— .-._ .-———

—1

Public Citizen, Inc.
P.O. Box 19404, Washington, D.C. 20036
I am a Public Citizen . Enclosed is my
? Student contribution of $5.00.
? Non-student contribution of $15.00.
.
? Additional contribution of $
Please don 't waste any of it sending me a
thank-you letter, a membership card or
literature. I know what's wrong. What I
want is to see somethin g done about it.
Name

_.
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State
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Zip

Please make check payable to:
Public Citizen , Inc.
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Beef and Brew

WATERVILLE , AUGUSTA , ORONO
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HEARTIEST PLATE IN TOWN

BROTHER S

BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE

SACRED HEART

Fabulous Antipasto Salads . Grinders , Ravioli
Delicious Steaks , Lasajna . Manicoti
dynamite Jri>iks at
very reaso nable prices

Orders to Gu

873-3 79 1

ALL HOME COOKING
______n^n____ ._»~_----_____ -__--____
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The Coffee House and Academic Life
present:

THE

PEOPLE

SHOW

experimental theatre from England

Monday Nov . 12
Admission $1. 00
9 p. m. Given Auditorium
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a communi t y
of professed
Chris t ians
commi tte d to
LOVE
and
SERVE
YOU t h
in educa t ion

For Irnormalion
Write to:
VOCATION CENTER
Cor Jesu Terr ace
Pa scoag, B. I. 02859

f eatur i ng
PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS

BEE* ON TAP
AIR CONDITIONED
TABLE SERVICE
Call Ahead tor Take-Out Service

Free delivery with $5.00 food order

872-2400 4Ms»s_f

Hemphill' s
Sadd le Shop

invites
all Colby students
to our New Tack Shop
complete line of Western shirts ,
pants , jackets and boots
Also Lee Du ngarees and Jackets
10% discount to all Colby students
Located on Oak Grove Rd.
No. Vassalboro between
Rt. 201 and Rt. 32
10 min. from Waterville
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For Sale:

FAR E

LIQUID EMBELL ISHMENTS
&—r [light anddark] on Tap

1969 Toyota CoroUa

Win© — Imported Bottled IBtors
COCKTAJ LS
SNACKS
Ch*Mt and De rk Braeri
Pizzas

very economical but
needs tires $400 (cheap )
Russ Harris 873-1613

302Water St. 622-4637 Augusta

I Wondering what to do
S
with your hair?
I Come in and ask us.

OLD ENGLISH AT MOS PHERE

ADZ .

Afte r the gome
Drop in for a delicious
^ _Pfu I (I Q
<-/
Roast Bee f Sandwich or Pizza

I Free Shampoo with Haircut during November
(ladies also)
I The

Village Barbers

MH «i aM>IB

113 Main St.
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Gro cerie s

Italians
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COLD BEER

Tel . 873-4372

I 41 Water Street
1
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NOW , IN CONJUNCTIO N WITH

WATERVILLE
TRAVEL
Main St. Downtow n

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date , 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS ON CAMPUS
throug h their new , free campus
travel service

CALL: STEVE TAIT
Ext. 359

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE .# 2
LOS ANGELES,CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
researc h assistance only.

For your comp lete travel needs

There is no substitute for quality
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(formerly Tony 's Pizza )

213 Main St,

(Nl*m to Dunkin ' Donuts )
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New additions 10 the fvtnu:
l.asaj,'na
Spag hetti
Lebanese cabbage rolls
Inpcmed Wine& Beer to go
Inee delivery on all orders over $5,
We now have Beer in 'Barrels!
872-7767
1—

11 a.m. -l a.m. dail y

Pr oud to be Your

Foo dser vice

SPECIAL RATES TO COLBY PARENTS
at the

Arnold
Motel

and W EBBER'S STEAK HOUSE

Aagm
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Between Waterville and Fairfield
O n Routes 201 , 100, an d 11

%*
f ^B

Colo r televisio n

Qq

Swimming pool
Air Condit ioning

^

Co||ege Nearby

phone: (207) 872-2 73?

Phones

MAINE 'S FINEST

Roldh W , At kins Co.

camera s - supp lies
photofinishing

Typewriters

-Sales
¦Service

34 ma_jr_ ert -waaervi ii*
IA f U^.5565-66'67

.

&**TT

Webber Steal. House w if&g
§ Sea Food *&$%
Cocktails

I

• Tei . 207'453 901 1

3 M.n " o rth o' downtown Wate rvill e on Rti 201 - l i f t 100

_V>en 7:00 a.m to 10 p.m.; weekends to 11 p.m.

Quality Food ; Good Service. Low Prices , and
ju m ihe right amt , of atmosphere at:
(Maine ' s Finest Little Steak House)

HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTE S
120 Nor th 8th S tree t

Camden , New Jersey 08102
Telephone : (609)365-7857
24 Hour Mail Orders of Quality Material
Comple te With Bibliography & Footnotes
Lowest Prices GUARANTEED - Compare & See
SEND $1.00 for a Complete Listing
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DeORSEY 'S RECORD SHOP elm plaza

STEREO
COMPO NENTS
MclNTOSH
KLH
ADVENT
B0SE
DUAL
SANSUI
B& O
GARRARD

TH0RENS
WOLLENSA K
KENWOOD
KOSS
J.V.C.
STAMTON
ALTEC-LANSING
REVOX

I JBILI/j S

TANDBERG
TDK (Tape)
SONY
MARANTZ
PHI LIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE
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Catering to the College Crowd

o/ ; Tuesday and Thursday nig hts: .

INFORMAL A T M O S P H L K t

call:
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Grill Open 24 hours a day
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Intown Portland , Lewiston , Waterville
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- • One of tbe Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
19' : Temp le Street
7:00 a.m.-l :00 a.m.
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BLUE GRASS WITH CHRIS PRICKITT
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Maine 's Largest Hi—Fidelity Dealer
CHECK US FOR PRICES
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Next Week's Specials
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Audiences are standin gup 1
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and applaudin g...
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Monday : Beef Bourguignonne
Tuesday : Mon te Cristo Sandwich

$1.45

Broiled Scrod

Mmt

"WALKING TALL"
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$1.60
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$1.70
.
$1.35
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Thursday : Lasagne

$1.45
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Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Friday: Baked Stuffed Haddock
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Wednesday : Broiled Ham Steak
Chicken Salad

P°rk Chops a la Pub
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¦ JOE DON BAKER ELIZABEJ^HARTMAN
fnoMA wrvlceof Cox Broadcasting Corp!
H
ROSEMARY MURPHY
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CINERAMA RELEASING prttonii

$1.35
$1.45
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Cold Meat Platter
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$1,85
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Saturday: Soup 'n Sandwich

AP^AY AFTERNOON CLUB.
1

$1.70
$1.25
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